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ABSTRACT
Name : Reski Amelia S
Reg. Number : 20400113022
Thesis : Improving Students’ Understanding on Simple Past Tense 
Using Tic Tac Toe Game at The Second Grade of Junior 
High School 3 Sungguminasa
Year : 2017
Consultant I : Dr. H. Muh. Rusdi T., M.Ag.
Consultant II : Dr. H. Erwin Hafid, Lc., M.Th.I., M.Ed.
This research discusses the use Tic Tac Toe game to improve students’ 
understanding on simple past tense. The researcher focused on simple past tense 
because most of the students cannot distinguish simple past and simple present in 
sentence. The researcher used game because everyone likes game. Game also one of 
teaching techniques to solve the students’ boredom when teaching and learning 
process. The research problem were how does the implementation of tic tac toe game 
improve the students’ understanding on simple past tense and how is the 
improvement of students understanding on simple past tense. 
The subjects of this study were the students of VIII A of SMPN 3 
Sungguminasa in the academic year of 2016/2017. The number of the subjects was 35
students. This research was a classroom action research (CAR). It was done through 
three cycles. The researcher used multiple choice test to collect the data. The 
researcher used descriptive quantitative to analyze the data. Statistic analysis is used 
to analyze the data about the result of multiple choice test on simple past tense. 
Result of the study showed that by using Tic Tac Toe game in teaching simple 
past tense at the eighth grade SMPN 3 Sungguminasa in the academic year of 
2016/2017 can improve the students’ understanding on it. This successfulness can be 
seen from the result of students’ average score and good responses by the students. 
The result after getting all of the treatment using Tic Tac Toe game, the students’ 
average score increased in line with the increase of the students’ achievement in each 
cycle. Students’ average score from the pre cycle was 61.14 first cycle was 71.14,
second cycle was 77.14,  and the third cycle was 86.75. 
Finally the result of this research showed that the students’ understanding 
improved in each cycle after they were taught using Tic Tac Toe game. It was signed 
by their improvements of each result test.
2CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbol used for human 
communication. We use language as a means of communication with other people, 
as a tool to express our ideas and wishes (Djoko Sriyono, 2001). Without language it 
is hard to imagine how people can cooperate and get along with one another. 
Communication has an important role in human life (Ramelan, 2003). We must 
know how to share, to express our idea to other. Because communication is 
important, so human being should learn how to communicate correctly. 
Communication will be easy if between sender and receiver understand with the 
information was given. One of important tools in communication among various 
groups of people from various part of the world now is English.
Teaching English as a second or foreign language became an increasingly 
important activity after World. In Indonesia English is taught for students at 
Elementary School until Senior High School. Even it is one important subject as one 
of the requirement to past the final examination. Learning and teaching English is 
not easy work, because it is not our mother tongue and has many differences with 
Indonesian. Its differences are about grammar, phonology, spelling and vocabulary. 
Learning English involves the mastery of four language skill. They are 
writing, speaking, reading and listening. The fourth basic skills are taught in a 
3integrate way. Thus speaking and writing are productive skill or ability to product, 
listening and reading are receptive skill or ability to comprehend. Beside learn four 
skills, student must learn grammar. Understanding and using English grammar is a 
development skill text for intermediate to advance students of English as a second or 
foreign language (Betty Schrampfer Azar, 1999). While focusing on grammar, it 
promotes the development of all language skill in a variety of ways. It functions 
principally as a classroom teaching text but also serves as a comprehensive reference 
text for students. One of the best ways of reinforce grammar structure is taught by 
using game. Recently, not only in the Kinder Garden, fun and effective learning is 
hoped can be applied in English learning process for Junior High School and Senior 
High School.
Tenses are the basic grammar is taught for students at Junior High School 
and Senior High School. There are many students get difficulties to understand it, 
about how to use it, when to use it, how is the application tense in the text. Grammar 
is always looked a necessary but a very boring part of any students.
Games help and encourage many learners to sustain their interest and work. 
Games also help the teacher to create contexts in which the language is useful and 
meaning (AndrewWright, 1993). Almost people like game, because game able to 
break their boredom and it is possible to learn a language as well as enjoy oneself at 
the same time.  It depends on the appropriateness of the game and role of the player.
Game can make students easily understanding the material, it was related with hadith 
below.
4According to Hadith:
 َلﺎَﻗ َلﺎَﻗ ـ ﻪﻨﻋ ﷲا ﻰﺿر ـ ٍﻚِﻟﺎَﻣ َﻦْﺑ َﺲََﻧأ ُﺖْﻌ َِﲰ َلﺎَﻗ ،ِحﺎﱠﻴﱠـﺘﻟا ِﰊَأ ْﻦَﻋ ،ُﺔَﺒْﻌُﺷ ﺎَﻨَـﺛ ﱠﺪَﺣ ،ُمَدآ ﺎَﻨَـﺛ ﱠﺪَﺣ ﱡِﱯﱠﻨﻟا 
 ﻢﻠﺳو ﻪﻴﻠﻋ ﷲا ﻰﻠﺻ " اوُﺮﱢﻔَـﻨُـﺗ َﻻَو اﻮُﻨ ﱢﻜَﺳَو ،اوُﺮﱢﺴَﻌُـﺗ َﻻَو اوُﺮﱢﺴَﻳ" .  
It Means: 
Anas bin Malik narrated, the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him,) said:
Make thing easy for the people, and don't make it difficult for them, and make
them calm (with glad tiding) and don’t repulse them.
The hadith above explains us to make easy for any difficulties. Because 
however that difficulties, it has many ways to solve or make it easier. The relation 
between hadith above and the teaching is we should be able to transfer the lesson 
well and easy understanding, it shows when we teach students we should use 
varieties strategy in teaching. Students have variety learning style, so it asks 
teachers’ role to use variety learning to explain language meaning and construction, 
engage students in a topic, or as a the basis of whole activities. Because it can help 
both for practice or for motivate students. 
Explanation of Mrs.Hj. Amirah Sp.d as a English teacher at SMPN 3 
Sungguminasa, students are still confused to distinguish the simple present, simple 
continuous and simple past form when it is applied in sentence. Teacher usually 
explain the simple past form when students create narrative or recount text and they 
also have low motivation to learn. In addition, the teacher argued actually students 
5need a new thing in studying and learning English. But he did not have enough time 
to teach students using media or using fun way.
So, according to the problem that is faced by students above, the researcher will use 
Tic Tac Toe game as a media to improve students’' understanding on simple past 
tense. Tic Tac Toe game is a board game that using sign noughts and cross. For 
example, teacher can draw nine box frames and write different word or categories in 
each box. Teams have to make sentences or questions with the words and if they get 
them right, they can put their symbol (O or X) on the square to draw their winning 
straight line.
Tic Tac Toe game is used to deliver the materials in order to be more fun for 
students in the process of teaching learning, so they will be enthusiastic in joining 
the activity. It is important to use game as an alternative way in teaching grammar.
This game can be applied in teaching and learning. Beside students is given 
some exercise many times. And students also have chance to respond or correct 
other friend. There is competition on Tic Tac Toe game, so it make students to be 
enthusiasm and active in learning.
To play Tic Tac Toe, we need two to four students or players. The first, 
teacher distributes one paper (Tic Tac Toe grid) consist of present verb. Then 
students change the base verb into past (regular or irregular). After that each person 
must make a simple sentence from the verb using simple past tense form complete 
with the time signal of past tense. If the sentence is correct, the student puts an “X” 
or an “O” in the square containing the verb.
6Tic Tac Toe is appropriate game to make students creative to build sentences 
and active in the class. Tic Tac Toe game will make students easier to understand 
simple past tense and it will make students more creative to make and use sentence 
using simple past tense in the some contexts and in the their real activities.
B. Research Problem
Based on the background, the researcher formulated the research problem as 
follows:
1. How was the implementation of Tic Tac Toe game in teaching simple past 
tense?
2. How is the improvement of students' understanding on simple past tense by 
using Tic Tac Toe game?
C. Research Objectives
Based on the problems above, the aims of this study are as follows:
1. To describe the implementation of Tic Tac Toe game to improve 
students’'understanding on simple past tense.
2. To describe the improvement of students' understanding on simple pasttense by 
using Tic Tac Toe game.
D. Research Significance
1. Theoretical Significance
This research was gave some useful information about how to find out the 
improvement of students’ understanding on simple past tense through game. This 
7research was expected to used as reference for other researcher to conduct a 
research in English teaching-learning process. Hopefully, the result of this study 
is useful for students, teachers, and all of the readers.
2. Practical significance
a. Students
The result of this study may help students to improve their understanding on 
simple past tense. Understand about how the structure of simple past tense, when we 
use simple past tense. By using Tic Tac Toe game can motivate students to learning 
English.
b. Teacher
Teacher can use Tic Tac Toe game as one of the media in teaching learning 
English, to motivate the students, and it can make the lesson is easier to be 
understood than nothing. By using game, the researcher hopes it can be an alternative 
method in teaching English. So, the students will get better achievement.
c. Researcher
The researcher will be aware of the students’ problem in learning English. 
Therefore, the researcher will do some efforts to find some ways to solve them. The 
8researcher hopes it can be useful for the readers particularly the students of English 
education department of UIN Alauddin Makassar to teaching speaking english in the 
class at the future.
E. Research Scope
The scope of this research was focused on using Tic Tac Toe game to improve 
students’ understanding on simple past tense at the Second Grade students of junior 
high school 3 Sungguminasa.
F. Operational Definition of Term
1. Game
A game is structured form of play, usually undertaken for enjoyment and 
sometimes uses as a educational tool. Some people are very like to plays games and 
many game are also considered to be work (such as professional players of spectator 
sports or games) (Andrew Wright, 1993).
2. Tic Tac Toe Game
It is a kind of game board with noughts and crosses. It needs Tic Tac Toe 
paper and Tic Tac Toe grid that consist of nine, sixteen even twenty box frames on it. 
Tic Tac Toe grid is written by different words, categories question in each box. And 
Tic Tac Toe paper is used to write down symbol O (Nought) and symbol X (Cross) 
when play the game.
93. Simple Past Tense
The Past Tense indicates that an activity or situation began and ended at a 
particular time in the past (Betty Schrampfer Azar, 1993). In other word, it used to 
express or say that an action happened in the past. The time signals are ago, last, 
yesterday. This tense uses regular verb past form (adding _ed) and irregular verb past 
form with various form (Jim Scrivener, 2005). In applying Tic Tac Toe game 
researcher uses regular and irregular verb coinciding. So the students can 
concentration to study simple past form
4. Students’ Understanding 
Based on Oxford Advanced Learners’ Dictionary, student is defined as a 
person who is studying at a college, polytechnic or university; boy or girl who is 
attending schools; anyone who studies or who is devoted to the acquisition of
knowledge (A. S. Hornby, 1997). Understanding is a psychological process related 
to an abstract or physical object, such as a person, situation, or message whereby one 
is able to think about it and use concepts to deal adequately with that object (David 
Pierre, 2009). So, it can be said that students’ understanding is students’ effort or 
psychological process of students to know deeply about something as object.
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5. Improving of Students’ Understanding Improve is to make better; to increase 
the value or good qualities of something. It can be said that improving is doing in 
any way in making something better, or becoming increased.
2CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous of Related Research Finding
Susanti (2012) in her thesis “Improving The Students’ Vocabulary Achievment 
By Applying Tic-Tac-Toe Game (A CAR Of Eight Grade Students Of SMP Negeri 1 
Payung In The Academic Year 2012/2013)” says that the application of Tic-Tac-Toe 
game could effectively improve the students’ motivation and improved the students’ 
interest in learning English. This improvement had been proven by the result of 
observation sheet and the questionnaires sheet (SusantiRini, 2012).
Ovalina (2010) in her skripsi about “ Improving Students’ Ability in Using the 
Simple Past Tense Through Contextual Teaching Learning “  says that it can be seen 
from the result of data gained from the quantitative study; test result (pre-test and 
post-test) and quesionnaire result, and qualitative study; observation and interview 
result. Related to qualitative study; First it is derived from the observation result in 
which the Contextual Teaching Learning is successful in improving students’ 
participation in the teaching simple past tense. They seem more enthusiastic in the 
teaching learning process rather than before the implementation of the approach. 
Second, based on the interview result with the teacher, it can be known that students 
of grade 8.6 at SMPN 17 Tanggerang Selatan are able to improve in using the simple 
past tense (Ovalina, 2010).
3Rodiyah (2007) in her thesis “Games as Learning Media to Improve 
Vocabulary (A Case Study of The Fourth Year Students of MI Degayu I Pekalongan 
in Academic Year 2008/2009). The result of her study, the students has motivation to 
learn English using miming game. Through this game the students became active in 
the class. Their knowledge about English is better than before (Rondiyah,  2007).
Three researchers above discussed about game and one of them discussed 
about simple past tense, According to the result of their research that games are 
useful thing for teacher and students. They had similarity with the writers’ study. 
They involved game as a media in learning. But there is significant difference 
between previous researcher and the researcher. The first research the application of 
tic-tac-toe game could effectively improve the student motivation. She used 
observation sheet and the questionnaires sheet. The second research from the result 
of data from quantitative data study in which the contextual teaching learning is 
successfull in improving students’ participation in teaching simple past tense. The 
third research did not use certain game. Whereas not all of games are appropriate 
with students age and their capability. The researcher focused on the using of game 
as a media to improve student’s vocabulary. She used interview and test to collect 
the data. 
In this case the researcher uses a game as a media to observe the improvement 
of students’ understanding on simple past tense. This research use specific game and 
specific material, so the result of this research is more accurate than three researches 
4above. The researcher uses observation checklist, test and document to collect the 
data.
B. Some Pertinent Ideas
1.  Game 
a. General Concept of Game 
There is common perception that all learning should be serious and solemn 
nature. This is a misconception fun learning is more effective for students to be 
creative and active in the class. Game is one of the media that can be applied in 
language teaching and learning. All people like games either young or adult. But 
different age group requires various material topics, competences, and models of 
game. For example, children like fun game and adult prefer to challenging game 
than fun game. So, a teacher should choose appropriate games for students. 
Game can be very good way to practice this skill because they can easily be 
used to reenact various situation from real life and provide students with practice in 
their fluency. Also, by using games in the classroom the teacher is giving his 
students a bigger role, and he himself is stepping out of the frontline which is a 
positive things because it allows students to take on more responsibility. Also that 
allows students to do more on their own, and that can very well result in an increase 
in their confidence level. 
5b. Advantages and Disadvantages of Game There are many advantages of game, 
they are: 
1) Games are welcome break from the usual routine of the large class.
2) They are motivating and challenging.
3) Learning a language requires a great deal effort. Games help students to make 
and sustain the effort of language. 
4) Game provides language practice in the various skills. 
5) They encourage students to interact and communicate. 
6) They create a meaningful context for language use (Lee Su Kim, 1995).
According the advantages above, the researcher concludes that the use of 
game in teaching learning process is very useful and it gives good effects to activate 
understanding and memorable especially in learning foreign language classroom. 
According to Philpot as cited by Siti Tarwiyah, games facilitate language learning 
because they help language learning to be: 
1) More meaningful, for example by showing how words relate to each other. 
2) More memorable, for example by involving as many approaches to how 
language is ‘stored’ as possible, such as mime, and movement, the use of color 
and patterns, personalization, etc. 
63) More accessible, for example by getting students to make their own language 
records to suit their individual strategies for reference and access (Siti 
Tarwiyah, 2008).
Although there are many advantages of game in language learning, 
game has disadvantages. They are: 
1) It can present disturbance if teacher cannot control and organize the class to 
be conducive. 
2) It takes a bit long time to prepare. 
3) It can cause boredom if teacher uses this game solely, and not all students 
like playing the game (Umi Hani Al Habshy, 2009).
2. Tic Tac Toe Game
Tic Tac Toe is a board game that can be played using the board or paper 
by drawing nine box frames (Al-Khateeb, B, 2012). Then each box is written 
different words or categories. Each player has to make sentences or questions 
with the words. If they get them right they can put symbol (0 or X) on the square.
Noughts and Crosses are games that have been played in the United 
Kingdom for several centuries, even precise history seems to unknown. The 
game has become known (perhaps more popularly) as Tic Tac Toe in American 
English (Adit, 2016). It is certainly true that identical grids to the noughts and 
7crosses grid have been found scratched and etched into surfaces all over the 
ancient Roman Empire. However not a single nought or cross have been found to 
confirm the link. It seems probable that Terni Lapilli was played with simple 
pieces and may have been played with the same rules.
a) Tic Tac Toe Game to Teach Simple Past Tense 
There are many kinds of game that can be applied in teaching and 
learning English such as Bingo, Miming Game, Twenty Question Game, 
etc. 
In this case, researcher applies Tic Tac Toe game to teach Simple 
Past Tense. On the ground that, this game can make students better 
understand the use and change of sentences based on the time signal of past 
event. Tic Tac Toe game makes students are creative to create sentence 
themselves. It helps them apply the simple past tense in certain genre, such 
as narrative, recount and spoof. 
The students play Tic Tac Toe game in a group. The procedures are 
first, teacher draws the nine or twelve boxes content of infinitive verbs. 
Second, teacher distributes blank Tic Tac Toe Grid for each group. Then 
students choose one verb on the board and change it into past verb and they 
8continue to make a sentence from the verb using form of simple past tense. 
If the students can answer or make question they can put sign (0) or (X) on 
their Tic Tac Toe Grid.
Grid A
O X O
X X O
X O
Grid verb
Study Eat Sleep
Go Teach Write
Bring Speak Make
Example:
a. Study to be studied
Aryo studied English in the school yesterday.
b. Go to be went
9My Father went to Makassar two hour ago.
c. Bring to be Brought
She brought many book to school. 
d. Eat to be ate
I ate fried chicken last morning.
e. Teach to be taught
My mother taught in Junior high school at 2006.
f. Speak to be spoke
He spoke in front of the students.
g. Sleep to be slept
Her brother slept last night.
h. Write to be wrote
She wrote a letter for her boyfriend.
i. Make to be made
My mother made a banana cake.
Certain games are good devices for practicing grammar points where 
the challenging resides in the formal dimension (Marianne Celce Murcia, 
2001).
b) The Characteristic of Tic Tac Toe Game 
Tic Tac Toe is a simple game, and use simple material. If this game 
is played optimally by both players, it will make a tie. However, many 
10
players still enjoy it. And this game can be made more complex by 
increasing the size of the board. 
Tic Tac Toe is played two players, use 3 x 3 grids. Each player tries 
to get three in a row, or 4 x 4 grids each player tries to get four in a row. 
And also can be played on large grids, such as 10 x 10 or even 20 x 20 grids 
(Beck, Jozsef, 2008).
c) Procedure of Tic Tac Toe Game 
The procedures are: 
1) One player as X and other one as O (Ryan Aycock 2002).
2) X always goes first. 
3) Player alternate placing Xs and Os on the board until has three in a row, 
horizontal, vertically or all nine squares is filled. 
4) If the player able to draw three Xs or three Os in a row by answering 
questions in various category. That player is winning (Erik Arneson, 
2016).
The goal of Tic Tac Toe game is to be the first players to get three 
in a row on a 3 x 3 grid, or four in a row in a 4 x 4 grid.
d) The Strategy of Playing Tic Tac Toe Game 
Here are some interesting strategies of Tic Tac Toe. Player can play 
perfect Tic Tac Toe to be a winner from the following table (Richard 
Harris,2016) .
Table 2.1
11
1 Win If you have three in a row, play the third to 
get three in row.
2 Block Block If the opponent has two in row, as a 
player you have to block them on the third a 
row.
3 Fork Fork Create an opportunity where you can win 
in two ways.
4 Black 
Opponent’s Fork
Option one: Create two in a row to force the 
opponent in to defending, as long as it does 
not the result for them to create a fork or 
winning. For example, If “X” has the opposite 
corner as well, “O” must not play a corner in 
order to win (playing a corner in this scenario 
creates a fork “X” to win). 
Option two: If there is configuration where the 
opponent can fork, try to block that fork.
5 Center Center Play the center
6 Empty corner Empty corner Play in a corner square.
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7 Empty side Play in a middle square on any of the 4 side.
Tic Tac Toe has easy, medium, and hard playing. So it can be 
applied for every age by using some procedures. Nevertheless, teacher 
should pay attention to student’s capability in playing this game.
In teaching and learning, teacher applies this game as a medium to 
teach English, such as spelling Tic Tac Toe game, conditional Tic Tac Toe 
game or verbal Tic Tac Toe game. Tic Tac Toe game is a fun way for 
students to practice their English while enjoying some competition. This 
game is best played as a class with the teacher checking answer. However, 
with larger classes, the game can also be played in pairs while the teacher 
goes around the room checking answer. Unfortunately, sometime when 
applying this game in the class, teacher cannot control the class. 
When two players who play randomly, the first player wins 58.49% 
of the time, the second player wins 28.81 %, and the game is a drawn 12.70 
% of the time. When two players who play the game perfectly play, the 
game is always a drawn. In fact, there can only be three possible answers, 
the first player always wins, the second player always win, or the game is 
always a drawn (Kevin Gong, 2017).
1. Teaching English at Junior High School 
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English as an international language is used as a means of 
communication among people in trade, politics, and professional field, In 
Indonesia, English is taught as the first foreign language optionally from the 
Elementary School (SD), and obligatory at Junior High School (SMP) through 
the third year of Senior High School (SMA) even for some semester at college. 
According to Wells, there are four literacy. They are performative, 
functional, informational, and epistemic. In the performative stage, students able 
to read, write and speak using symbols that are used. In the functional stage, 
students are hoped able to use language in their daily such as reading a 
newspaper, manual reading. In the informative stage students are hoped able to 
look for knowledge using their language. And in the epistemic stage, students are 
hoped able to transform the knowledge in certain language (G wells, 1985). 
In this curriculum, graduation of Junior High School is hoped reach 
functional stage for survival communication. And graduation of Senior High 
School is hoped reach informational stage to continue in University. Depend on 
explanation above, education of English at Junior High School still guided for 
short oral sentence and simple written (oral language that are written). 
So, the difficulties are not on the number of word in the discourse that is 
written by student, but on the quality of discourse. Short written text that has 
good structure, it will get great value than long text that difficult to be 
understood (Kurikulum, 2003).
4. Tenses
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a. Simple Past Tense
The Past Tense indicates that an activity or situation began and ended at a 
particular time in the past. In other word, it used to express or say that an action 
happened in the past. The time signals are ago, last, yesterday (Mien Kasmini & Siwi
Kadarmo, 2015). This tense uses regular verb past form (adding _ed) and irregular 
verb past form with various form. In applying Tic Tac Toe game researcher uses 
regular and irregular verb coinciding. So the students can concentration to study 
simple past form worked (A. J. Thomson and A.V. Martinet 1995)
a) Form of Simple past tense 
The simple past tense in regular verbs is formed by adding ed to the 
infinitive: 
Infinitive : to work
Simple Past Tense : Affirmative statements form 
Verbal Sentences:  
Table 2.2
Subject Verb 2
I Worked
You
15
They
We
She
He
It
Nominal Sentences:
Table 2.3
Subject To be Complement
I Were Teacher
You
They
We Was
She
He
It
b) Negative statements form 
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The negative or regular and irregular verbs are formed with did 
not (didn’t) and the infinitive: 
Verbal sentence:
Table 2.4
Subject Did not Verb 1
I
You
They Did not Work 
We Didn’t 
She
He
It
Nominal Sentence:
Table 2.5
Subject To be + not Complement 
I Were not Student
17
You Weren’t 
They
We
She Was not
Wasn’t He
It
c) Interrogative sentence form 
Verbal Sentence:
Table 2.6
Did Subject Verb 1
I
You
They
Did We Work 
She
He
18
It 
Nominal Sentence:
Table 2.7
To be Subject Verb 1
Were I Diligent 
You
They
Was We
She
He
It 
b. Time Signal of Simple Past Tense 
Common time expressions that are used the Simple Past Tense includes 
yesterday, ago, last week, last month, for three years, etc (M.J Lado,1968).
c. The Function of Simple Past Tense 
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1) It is used for actions completed in the past at the definite time. 
Example: I met him yesterday 
2) It is used for an action whose time is not given but which occupied a period of 
time now terminated or occupied at the moment in a period of time now 
terminated. 
Example: He worked in that bank for four years. My grandmother once saw 
Queen Victoria. 
3) It used for a past habit 
Example: He always carried an umbrella (Akhmad Kardimin, 2009)
4) It is used in conditional sentence, type 2 (for use of the unreal past after as if, 
as though, it is time, if only, wish, would rather) (M.J. Lado, 1968).
Example: If I had enough money, I would buy a new care. 
According to Marianne Celce Murcia states that the functions of Simple Past 
Tense are: 
1) A definite single completed event or action on the past. 
Example: I attended a meeting of that committee last week
2) Habitual or repeated action or event in the past. 
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Example: It snowed almost every weekend every winter 
3) An event with duration that applied in the past with the implication that it no 
longer applies in the present.
Example: Professor Nelson taught at Yale for 30 years. 
4) With states in the past. 
Example: He appeared to be a creative genius.   He owed me a lot of money 
5) Imaginative conditional in the subordinate clause. 
Example: If he took better care of himself, he wouldn’t be absent so often. 
6) Social distancing 
Example: Did you want to sit down and stay a while?
So as we can see, the simple past is used when the speaker conceptualizes a 
complete event factually, but as remote in some way
5. Improving of Students’ Understanding 
Understanding is level of cognitive aspect that asks students show their 
understanding with changing or manipulating information. This level is 
presenting a step. It does not only remembering, because this stage requires 
students to transform the information in to the form that can be understood. 
Students can do this level using some ways, they are: 
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a. Re-pronounces with their language self.
b. Translating is another form in understanding level. It must have changing of form 
in order the information can be given in various ways (David A. Jacobsen, 2009).
According to oxford dictionary, improve is become or make something to 
be better, to increase good qualities (Martin H. Manser, 2000). In this case Tic Tac 
Toe game is used as a technique to improve students understanding on Simple Past 
Tense. There are some indicators of Students’ Understanding on simple Past Tense, 
they are: 
a. Students able to respond teacher or their friend well. 
b. Students able to answer the teacher question well. 
c. Students able to create simple past sentences well. 
d. Students able to apply simple past tense in the real activities or in some written 
text. 
Improving Understanding is segment of direct teaching lesson where 
teacher explains new content and it is a direct teaching phase is the most important. 
So the result of this study is directed to improve their understanding on 
simple past tense in form, in affirmative, negative or interrogative sentences either 
verbal or nominal sentences.
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6. Teaching and Learning Grammar
a. Basic Principles for Grammar Teaching 
Some basic rules of thumb for grammar teaching which will serve as the 
criteria for evaluating the practical approaches that follow: 
1) The E- Factors: Efficiency = economy, ease, and efficacy
Dealing with grammar is only a part of a teacher’s activities, and given 
that classroom time is very limited, it would seem imperative that whatever 
grammar teaching is done as sufficiently as possible. If, as has been suggested, 
the teacher’s energies should be at least partly directed at getting learners to 
communicate, prolonged attention to grammar is difficult to justify. Efficiency, 
in turn, can be broken down into three factors: economy, easy, and efficacy. 
When presenting grammar, a sound rule of thumb is: the shorter the better. It has 
been shown that economy is the key factors in the training of technical skills. 
The ease factor recognizes the fact that most teacher lead busy lives have many 
classes and simply cannot afford to sacrifice valuable free time preparing 
elaborate classroom material. Of course, the investment of time and energy in the 
preparation of the material is often accompanied by a commitment on the part of 
the teacher to make them work. Finally, and most importantly, we now know a 
lot more about what constitute the best condition for learning.  A prerequisite for 
learning is attention. So the efficacy of grammar activity can be partly measured 
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by the degree of attention it arouses. This means trying to exclude from the focus 
of the learner’s attention any distracting or irrelevant details. Attention without 
understanding, however it is waste time, so efficacy will in part depend on the 
amount and quality of contextual information, explanation and checking. Finally 
understanding without memory would seem to be equally ineffective, and so the 
efficacy of a presentation will also depend on how memorable it is. None of 
these conditions, however, will be sufficient if there is a lack of motivation and, 
in the absence of some external motivational factors, it is the teacher’s job to 
choose tasks and materials that engage the learners.  Tasks and materials that are 
involving, that are relevant to their needs, that have an achievable outcome, and 
that have element of challenge while providing the necessary support, are more 
likely to be motivating  than those that do not have these quality.
2) The A - Factor: Appropriacy
No class of learners is the same: not only in their needs, interests, 
levels and goals going to vary, but their beliefs, attitudes, and values will be 
different too. Any classroom activity must be evaluated not only according to 
criteria of efficiency, but also of appropriacy (Scott Thornbury, 2006).
b. Rule and Explanation 
Many of the pros and cons of a rule driven approach hinge on the quality of 
the actual rule explanation.  The point was made that it is not often the case that a 
linguistics’ version of a rule will be appropriate in a classroom context, and there 
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will inevitably be, therefore, some trades off between the truthfulness of a rule and 
the pedagogical worth of rule.
Michael Swan, author of teacher’s and student’s grammar, offers the 
following criteria: 
1) Truth: Rules should be true. 
2) Limitation: Rules should show clearly what the limits are on the use of a given 
form. 
3) Clarity: Rules should be clear. Lack of clarity is often caused by ambiguity or 
obscure terminology. 
4) Simplicity: Rules should be simple. 
5) Familiarity: An explanation should try to make use of concepts already familiar to 
the learners.
6) Relevance: A rule should answer only those questions that the student needs 
answered.
From the explanation above, the teacher should more be careful to give 
example of apply and using the rule. Teacher should pay attention the characters of 
learners. 
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c. Deductive Approach and Inductive Approach 
There are basically two ways in which a learner can achieve understanding 
of rule:
1) A deductive Approach 
It is started with the presentation of rule and is followed by examples in 
which the rule is applied.
2) Inductive Approach 
In the former, the grammar rule is presented and the learners engage 
with it through the study and manipulation of examples. In other hand, without 
having met the rule, the learner studies example and form these examples derive 
an understanding of the rule (Michael J. Prince, 2006).
2CHAPER III
RESEARCH METHOD
A. Research Design
This research, the researcher was conduct Classroom Action Research 
(CAR) (Emzir, 2008). It is conducted by the researcher with collaborate with the 
teachers who want to help their students mastered the materials. The main proposes 
of Classroom Action Research are to identify and to solve the students’ problem in 
the class.
According to Jean McNiff (2000) stated action research involves learning in 
and through action and reflection, and it is conducted in a variety of contexts, 
including the social and caring science, education, organization and administration 
studies, and management. Because action research is always to do with learning, and 
learning is to do with education and growth, many people regard it as a form 
educational research.
There are various research designs including experiment, descriptive, 
correlative, comparative, error analysis and action research.
In this study, the researcher used classroom action research. As early as 
1980, according to M.H.Long as cited by Marianne Celce Murcia defined classroom 
research as “research on second language learning and teaching, all or part of whose 
data are derived from the observation or measurement of the classroom performance 
of teacher and student”( Marianne Celce Murcia, 2001).
3The term action research is an approach to collecting and interpreting data 
that involves a clear, repeated cycle of procedures. The researcher begins by 
planning an action to address a problem, issue, or question in his or her own context. 
This action (which is also called a “small scale intervention”) is then carried out. The 
next step is the systematic observation of the outcomes of the action. The 
observation is done through a variety of procedure for collecting data. These include 
audio or video recording, teacher’s daily entries, observation note, etc. 
The broad goal of action research is to seek local understanding and to bring 
about improvement in the context under study. Carrand and Kemmis see action 
research as “self reflective inquiry, undertaken by participants in social situations in 
order to improve the rationality and justice of their own practices, their 
understanding of their practices, and the situations in which these practices are 
carried out” (Julian Edge, 2001). Simpler, action research is learning by doing: one 
group identifies one problem, does to solve the problem, observes them how the 
achievement of them. If it doesn’t successful, they will try again to get the 
achievement. 
There are four activities in every cycle for doing classroom action research. 
It steps using research cycle and it is implemented to increase the student’s spirit to 
solve their faced problem. The procedure generally associated with action research, 
according to Kemmis and Mc Taggart, classroom action research is one of a 
continuing which is most simply represented as a succession of stages, beginning 
with: 
41. Planning that forms the basic for future. 
2. Action to improve the situation, supported by, 
3. Observation of what is happening, leading to more specific focus of interest. 4. 
Reflection on the focus which has been identified by planning and so on.
These components add together two components acting (second) and 
observing (third) as one component. So when a researcher applies a treatment, the 
researcher can observe them in one time. 
Kemmis and McTaggart’s Action Research Design adapted from Dewi Chalim
Figure 3.1
Planning is a plan to conduct treatment or after making sure about the 
problem of the research. It explains of word what, why, when, and where a 
researcher does the research (Julian Edge , 2006).
In this activity the researcher formulates some procedural acts how to 
improve student’s understanding on simple past tense. The procedures are put in 
5some lesson plans. They are formulated based on observation and reflection note 
of the previous teaching and learning process.
1. Acting 
In this step, the researcher tries to implement some techniques or 
procedural acts that have been formulated at planning. 
2. Observing 
The researcher is implementing some techniques or procedural acts in 
improving students’ understanding on simple past tense, the researcher also 
observing the teaching and learning process. In this step, the researcher identifies 
and analyzes the data collected during the treatment. The data being taken were 
quantitative data. It is taken from test. 
3. Reflecting 
Reflecting is the activity of evaluating critically about the progress or 
change of the students, class, and also teacher. In this step, the writer can observe 
whether the ‘action’ activity give result any progress, what progress happened, 
and also about the positives and negatives, and so on.
B. Research Participant
The classroom action research was held at the second grade students of 
SMPN 3 Sunggumianasa. There were 19 classes at the second grade. They were 
grade A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N. The researcher only used one classes as the 
subject of study. They were students of class VIII A at SMPN 3 Sungguminasa that 
consist of 35 students.
6C. Research Target
To achieve the successfulness indicator of students’ score which there is 
minimal 75% of the students get the KKM(Minimum Passing Grade Criteria)
standard score of SMPN 3 Sungguminasa point 75 as a KKM (Minimum Passing 
Grade Criteria) standard score. Therefore, the students give good response of 
games.If the criteria of the action were successful achieved, then the next action of 
the CAR would be stopped.
D. Time and Setting
The research was conducted from February 2nd, 2017 until February 
25th2017.
Table 3.1
No Task Description Time Schedule
4 
Feb 
8
Feb 
11
Feb 
15
Feb 
18
Feb 
22
Feb 
25
Fe
b 
1. Asking permission to the 
headmaster to do research and 
get familiar with the school 
situation.
2. Doing preliminary research
3. Doing the first cycle (explained 
pattern of simple past tense and 
applied Tic Tac Toe game)
4. Doing the second cycle 
(explained the pattern of simple 
past tense and applied Tic Tac 
7Toe game)
5. Doing the third cycle (reviewed 
the material applying Tic Tac 
Toe game on simple past tense 
and did the test
E. Research Collaborator 
In conducting this research, the researcher was accompanied by a teacher 
which role as the research collaborator. The research collaborator was the English 
teacher of the school who has absolutely experience in teaching English in the 
classroom. The researcher collaborator was expected to objectively help in observing 
the researcher’s performance during the teaching learning process by using an 
observation checklist which had been specified. Also, the researcher collaborator 
was expected to give suggestion or revision regarding with the lesson plan, 
implementation of learning improvement or other revisions.
F. Research Instrument
Research instrument is tool or facilities are used by researcher to collect data. 
It is easier his work and the result of research are better, more accurate, complete 
and systematic. So it is easier to be worked. 
In this research, the researcher used observation checklist, test and 
documentation.
1) Observation checklist
8The researcher was observed by the research collaborator using the 
observation checklist. The researcher used the observation checklist in every 
meeting during the teaching learning process.
2) Test
In this research, the researcher used multiple choice tests. Researcher 
gave test in after treatment for every cycle. The purpose is to measure the 
improvement of students’ understanding on simple past tense in every cycle. 
There were 10 items of multiple choice consists of regular, irregular verb 
either verbal pattern or nominal pattern.
3) Documentation 
The researcher used documentation which relate with this research. 
They were students’ name list, lesson schedule, students’ worksheet and 
photo of teaching and learning process by using Tic Tac Toe game.
G. DataCollecting Procedure 
This study was classroom action research, there were three cycles. Each cycle 
was ended by multiple choice tests. Before the researcher did a cycle, she conducted 
preliminary to know the student’s ability in understanding tenses especially simple 
9past tense. The steps of action research (taken from: PenelitianTindakanKelas, LP3 
(UNNES: 2007).
Cycle I 
Cycle II
Next Cycle
NEXT STEP
Figure 3.2
The activities of research were done in each cycle are as follows:
1. Preliminary 
The first activity before the researcher did the cycle. The researcher 
got the score by using conventional method from teacher class on Saturday, 
February 4th, 2017. Then the researcher will give multiple choice tests to 
Set of the 
problem
Planning I Action I
Reflection 
I
Observation/ 
data collecting I
New set of 
the problem
Planning II Action II
Reflection II
Observation/ 
data collecting 
II
If the problem 
not yet 
finished
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measure the student’s ability before the researcher implements the Tic Tac 
Toe game.
2. Cycle of Action Research 
a. First Cycle (1st 2ndmeeting)
For the first cycle, that be done on Wednesday, Saturday, February 
8th,11th,2017 the researcher began with the teaching learning process. 
1) Planning 
a) The researcher and teacher discussed about the implementation of Tic 
Tac Toe Game.
b) The researcher will get information about condition of class. 
c) Researcher make some groups of students in the classroom. 
d) The researcher prepare the instructional tools, the material of the 
study that researcher need. 
e) Researcher plane to make the lesson plan for the first meeting.
f) Researcher prepare the observation checklist of cycle I. 
g) Researcher prepare the test for cycle I.
2) Acting 
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a) The teacher greeted the class and checked students’ attendance list. 
b) The teacher asked some students about their activity in the past (as a 
brainstorming).
c) Teacher explained the simple past tense form. 
d) Teacher divided students to 7 groups.
e) Teacher distributed Tic Tac Toe paper for every group. 
f) Teacher stuck Tic Tac Toe verb on the blackboard. 
g) Teacher introduced Tic Tac Toe game and explained the role of 
playing it. 
h) Teacher implemented the Tic Tac Toe game for teaching and 
learning process. 
i) Students played Tic Tac Toe game in a group. 
j) At the end of the lesson, the teacher gave the students multiple choice 
tests.
3) Observing 
When the researcher is implementing some techniques or 
procedurals act in his teaching. Researcher and English teacher observe 
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students’ activities in teaching and learning process and also made a note 
in every activity. 
4) Reflecting 
a) Researcher and English teacher evaluate about the students’ 
condition in the class. 
b) Researcher and English teacher discuss about teaching and learning 
process that have done to find the weakness and how to improve it, 
in the next meeting. 
c) Researcher analysis the weakness and strengthen of implementation 
Tic Tac Toe Game in learning and teaching with the teacher. 
d) Researcher analysis the data from observation checklist and result 
of the test to find out the improvement of students’ understanding 
on simple past tense taught by using Tic Tac Toe game. 
e) Researcher made reflection and conclude the result of the first cycle.
b. Second Cycle (4th, 5th,  meeting) 
After conducting the first cycle, the researcher conducted cycle II. The 
second cycle was done based on the result of the first cycle, if the result from 
observation shows that the students score still low, it is needed to be continued to the 
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next cycle to fix the previous weakness. The second cycle conducted on Wednesday, 
Saturday, February 15th18th 2017. The designs of the second cycle are: 
1) Planning
a) Researcher evaluated the result of reflection and discusses with 
English teacher to be better in the next meeting. 
b) Researcher prepare the instructional tools, the material of the study 
that teacher need.
c) Researcher plane the lesson plan for the second meeting. 
d) Researcher prepare the observation checklist of cycle II.
e) Researcher prepare the test for cycle II.
2) Acting
a) Teacher ask students about their difficulties of previous lesson. 
b) Teacher ask the students about their activities in the last night, 
yesterday, two days ago, and condition of something. 
c) Teacher review the previous lesson. 
d) Teacher explain simple past form more. 
e) Teacher divide class to be 7 groups consist of different students from 
cycle I. 
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f) Teacher distributed Tic Tac Toe paper for every group. 
g) Teacher implemented Tic Tac Toe game using different procedure 
from cycle I.
h) Teacher gave multiple choice tests.
3) Observing
When they were playing of Tic Tac Toe game and doing 
assignment of some question of multiple choice tests. Researcher observed 
students’ activities in teaching learning process and she was helped by 
English teacher as a collaborator.
4) Reflecting
a) Researcher and English class teacher discussed about teaching and 
learning process that have done to find the weakness and how to 
improve it, in the next meeting. 
b) Researcher analysis the students’ score and the observation 
checklist to find out the improvement of students’ understanding 
on simple past tense taught by using Tic Tac Toe game in cycle II. 
c) Researcher evaluated and concluded the result of the second cycle 
for the next meeting.
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c. Third Cycle (7th 8thmeeting) 
The third cycle was done based on the result of the second cycle. There are 
several aims of cycle III to improve the teaching learning process, to give more 
opportunities to students, to improve their understanding on simple past tense. The 
third cycle conducted on Wednesday, Saturday, February22nd 25th2017. The designs 
of third cycle are:
1). Planning 
a) Researcher planned to make the lesson plan for next meeting. 
b) Researcher prepared the observation checklist of cycle III 
c) Researcher prepared the test for cycle III. 
d) Researcher prepared the instructional tools, the material of the study 
that researcher need.
2). Acting 
a) Teacher greeted and checked students’ attendance list.
b) Teacher reviewed the previous material. 
c) Teacher asked students about the condition of something in the past 
and asked their activities in the past. 
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d) Teacher explained about simple past tense again especially in 
nominal sentence to make sure that they have no problems.
e) Teacher divided class to be couples.
f) Teacher distributed Tic Tac Toe paper for every group. 
g) Teacher explained the procedure of Tic Tac Toe game. It was little 
different with procedure from cycle I and cycle II. 
h) Each couple matches with other couple. 
i) Teacher gave the multiple choice tests for students.
3). Observing 
Researcher and English teacher observed students’ activities in 
teaching learning process while they were playing Tic Tac Toe game and 
did the assignment of multiple choice tests related to the material.
4). Reflecting 
Researcher and teacher discussed teaching learning process that 
has been done and then they analysis students score to find out the 
improvement of students understanding on simple past tense. The result of 
students’ score was compared with the students score in cycle I and II. 
From the all result English teacher and researcher reflected the activities 
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that have been done. The result of this analysis could be used as review 
that by using Tic Tac Toe game could improve students’ understanding on 
simple past tense.
H. Data Analaysis Technique
After the researcher collected data trough test and observation, the 
researcher analyse the data used percentage descriptive quantitative analysis in 
giving the score to find out the improvement of students’ understanding on 
simple past tense by using Tic Tac Toe game. 
1) Method of Analyzing Test Result 
a. Measuring the students individual ability
In every cycle, after treatment researcher gave multiple choice tests to the 
students. It was contain of 10 multiple choice tests. The score of correct answer is 1 
and 0 to each wrong answer. The result of the test would be analyzed by using 
percentage scoring as following formula:
Score = 
⅀௥௜௚௛௧	௔௡௦௪௘௥
⅀௜௧௘௠ ௦x100%
(Brown, H. Doughlas, 2014)
After giving percentage of score, then the researcher gave five letters: A, B, 
C, D and E to classify the grade of students’ scores level as follows: 
The percentages of correct answer grade:
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81 - 100 %    A: Excellent 
61 – 80 %    B: Good 
41 – 60 %    C: Fair 
21 – 40 %    D: Less
0 – 20 %    E: Poor
(Arikunto, 1993)
b. Measuring the Mean of Test
The researcher calculated the mean of test to measure the improvement of 
students’ score in every cycle after calculated the percentages of individual students’ 
score. The mean are formulated as follow: 
Calculate the mean of test.
M
⅀௫
ே
  M = The  mean of score
  X = the total of score
N = the sum of students number. 
(Sudjana, 2002)
2CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter described the findings and the discussion of this research. In the 
finding section, show all the data which were collected in all cycles. In the 
discussion section, analyzed and discussed all the data from the findings section. 
A. Findings
1. Preliminary Research 
This research was done on Saturday, February 4th2017. There were 35
students as participants.  In this activity, students were taught simple past 
tense by using conventional method. In this case the researcher conducted at 
the beginning of the research. It was done by Mrs. Hj. Amirah as English 
teacher. The researcher just observed the classroom activity during the 
English lesson. Mrs. Hj. Amirah taught by using inductive method. 
First, teacher asked some students randomly about their activities in 
the past or at the time in Indonesian. From the student’s answer, teacher 
explained about simple past tense, all at one he distinguished between the 
function of simple present and simple past tense. From the observation, the 
researcher found some facts that happened in the classroom during learning 
process. It could be described as follows: grammar is hard subject and can 
make students confused. So students looked bored, most of them didn’t pay 
attention for the teacher explanation and could not respond the teacher 
3question. At the beginning when teacher asked students to respond teacher 
question, they were confused to distinguish verb I and verb II. 
From the description above, it can be concluded that the students’ 
participation activity and their understanding about simple past tense was low 
during the English lesson. Then to make the students enthusiastic and easy in 
learning, the researcher implemented Tic Tac Toe Game to improve students 
understanding on simple past tense. Then, in this section, the researcher gave 
tests that contain of 10 items of multiple choices after students were taught by 
conventional method. Students are given 15 minutes to do it. The purpose of 
the test was to measure students’ achievement before given an action. 
From the pre-step test, the researcher presents the percentage of the 
students’ understanding on simple past tense as drawn below:
Table 4.1
The test result of pre-cycle can be seen in the table below:
NO Students’ 
code
Score Letter 
Score
Category
1 A-1 60 C Fair
2 A-2 60 C Fair
3 A-3 70 B Good
4 A-4 40 C Fair
45 A-5 70 B Good
6 A-6 50 C Fair
7 A-7 80 B Good
8 A-8 90 A Excellent
9 A-9 50 C Fair
10 A-10 40 C Fair
11 A-11 40 C Fair
12 A-12 80 B Good
13 A-13 80 B Good
14 A-14 80 B Good
15 A-15 50 C Fair
16 A-16 90 A Excellent
17 A-17 50 C Fair
18 A-18 70 B Good
19 A-19 40 C Fair
520 A-20 60 C Fair
21 A-21 60 C Fair 
22 A-22 70 B Good
23 A-23 50 C Fair
24 A-24 50 C Fair
25 A-25 40 C Fair
26 A-26 60 C Fair
27 A-27 50 C Fair
28 A-28 60 C Fair
29 A-29 70 B Good
30 A-30 70 B Good
31 A-31 40 C Fair
32 A-32 40 C Fair
33 A-33 50 C Fair
34 A-34 50 C Fair
635 A-35 60 C Fair
Total score 2140
Mean 61,14
From the data table 4.2, only two students’ got excellent score they were 
Dhya and Al-Hibbi, almost students’ got fair score. The students’ had low 
motivation to learn about grammar specially tense it was the reason why almost 
students’ got fair score.
Table 4.2 
The Category of the Students Score and Their Percentage:
No Interval Frequency Percentage Category
1 81-100 2 5.71% Excellent 
2 61-80 10 28.57% Good 
3 41-60 23 65.7% Fair
4 21-20 - - Less
5 0-20 - - Poor
35 100%
7From the data table 6.2 there was 2 or 5.71% of 35 students got excellent 
mark. There were 10 or 28.57 % of 35 students got good mark, 23 or 65.7% of 35 
students got fair mark.
To know the mean score of result of tests researcher calculated the mean of test 
as follow:
M
⅀௫
ே
214035 = 61.14
The calculation result shows that the average of students’ test result of 
preliminary cycle was 6.11. The highest score was 9 and the lowest score was 4. 
From the result above, the mean of students in comprehend of simple past 
tense was low. The result of the average score was 6.11. This score was still low 
from the minimum standard score (KKM). After giving the test, the researcher 
intended to use Tic Tic Toe game to the next activity to make students interest and 
enjoy the learning process.
2. Cycle 1
a. Planning
This activity was done on Saturday, 11 February 2017. Based on the result of 
preliminary test that is not satisfied. The researcher and English teacher decided to 
use Tic Tac Toe game. The treatment was focused on improvement of students’ 
understanding on simple past tense. Before applying Tic Tac Toe game researcher 
8prepared the instructional tools that were needed in teaching learning such as lesson 
plan, observation checklist, Tic Tac Toe paper, and students’ test.
b. Acting 
1) First Meeting
In this meeting was conducted on Wednesday, 8 February 2017. The 
researcher opened the class by saying greeting and asking students’ condition. 
The researcher also asked students about the previous lesson and told about the 
topic to learn. The first activity, the researcher asked some students about their 
activities in the past. The researcher explained the pattern of simple past tense 
verbal sentence, and then the researcher applied some example. The researcher 
explained either verbal pattern or nonverbal sentence.
2) Second Meeting
In this meeting was conducted on Saturday, 11 February 2017. The 
researcher asked students about the previous lesson and told about the topic to 
learn. The researcher told to the students that in this learning the researcher 
would apply Tic Tac Toe game to teach simple past tense. The students seemed 
curiosity about it. Then the researcher stuck Tic Tac Toe Grid on the blackboard 
and teacher divided class to be 7 groups, each group consists of 5 students. 
These groups were divided according to their score from the preliminary test. 
Then the researcher distributed Tic Tac Toe paper to each group and explained 
the procedure of playing Tic Tac Toe game.
9The researcher presents the percentage of the students’ understanding on 
simple past tense as drawn below:
Table. 4.3
The test result of first cycle can be seen in the table below:
NO Students’ 
code
Score Letter 
Score
Category 
1 A-1 60 C Fair
2 A-2 50 C Fair
3 A-3 80 B Good
4 A-4 80 B Good
5 A-5 60 C Fair
6 A-6 60 C Fair
7 A-7 60 C Fair
8 A-8 80 B Good
9 A-9 60 C Fair 
10 A-10 50 C Fair
11 A-11 40 C Fair
10
12 A-12 70 B Good
13 A-13 80 B Good
14 A-14 80 B Good
15 A-15 50 C Fair
16 A-16 50 C Fair 
17 A-17 50 C Fair
18 A-18 90 A Excellent
19 A-19 60 B Good
20 A-20 70 B Good
21 A-21 90 A Excellent
22 A-22 80 B Good
23 A-23 50 C Fair
24 A-24 50 C Fair
25 A-25 60 C Fair
26 A-26 70 B Good
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27 A-27 50 C Fair
28 A-28 80 B Good
29 A-29 80 B Good
30 A-30 80 B Good
31 A-31 50 C Fair
32 A-32 60 C Fair
33 A-33 70 B Good
34 A-34 60 C Fair
35 A-35 70 B Good
Total score 2490
Mean 71,14
From the data table 4.3, it could be seen that only two students’ got excellent 
mark they were Alif and Fajar in this cycle there were improvement from pre cycle to 
cycle one.
Table. 4.4
The Category of The Students Score and Their Percentage:
12
No Interval Frequency Percentage Category
1 81-100 2 5.71% Excellent 
2 61-80 15 42.85% Good 
3 41-60 18 51,35% Fair
4 21-20 - - Less
5 0-20 - - Poor
35 100%
From the data table 4.4, it could be seen that 2 or 5.71%of 35 students 
got excellent mark, 15 or 42.85%students of 35 students got good mark, 18 or 
51,35% of 35 students got fair mark. After that, the researcher calculated the 
mean using the same formula with previous research.
M
⅀௫
ே
249035 = 71.14
The researcher’s analysis shows that the average of students’ test result 
of the first cycle was 71.14. The highest score was 9 and the lowest score was 4. 
The average of students test result increased 1.00. It was from 61.14 to be 71.14. 
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Researcher concluded that students’ understanding on simple past tense 
improved.
c. Observing 
For about 30 minutes, the teacher observed the students’ condition. When 
students playing Tic Tac Toe game. The teacher also was helped. When they were 
playing game, they could look up the words in the dictionary. From the first observe, 
some of group could not cooperation with their friend well. And there were some 
students still confused about the form of simple past tense, so they could not respond 
other group answer. But students were very enthusiast and enjoy during the game 
progress. Because the time was up, so the teacher stopped this game. Some students 
asked to be continued this game to the next meeting with other verbs. The winner was 
group 5. This group could collect 4 of symbol O. During the treatment there were 3 
students asked to the teacher. After gave the treatment through Tic Tac Toe game, the 
teacher gave multiple choice tests to measure students score. The researcher gave 10 
minute for students to do test. There 5 students that could not discipline to do the test. 
They tried to get the other friends’ answer.
d. Reflecting 
After students playing Tic Tac Toe game, the researcher and the teacher 
discussed the result of observation when the game progressing and also made 
reflection to the next cycle. In this cycle there were students still confused to arrange 
a sentence using simple past form well. Sometime, students still apply Verb +ing in 
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sentence. When playing Tic Tac Toe some of them could not cooperation with their 
group. But some of them could respond other group answer. Then researcher and 
English teacher planned to do the second cycle.
2.Cycle II
a. Planning
This activity was done on Saturday, 18 February 2017. In this activity, 
teacher also prepared the instructional tool for teaching and learning process. 
Teacher done this cycle based on the reflection of first cycle with the English 
teacher
b. Action
1) First meeting
The second meeting was conducted on Wednesday, 15 February 2017. In this 
cycle the researcher divided class to be 7 groups. The researcher made these 
groups according to the result of test from cycle I. In this phase as 
brainstorming, the researcher asked some students about their activities in the 
past. Researcher gave exercise in nominal sentence and students could 
respond it well. For about 15 minute students were given simple exercise 
about simple past tense. The purpose was to put in main of simple past tense 
pattern and function for the students. 
2) Second meeting
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The second meeting was conducted on Saturday, 18 February 2017. In this 
cycle the researcher gave students’ question about simple past tense in 
positive sentence, negative sentence, and interrogative sentence.
the researcher presents the percentage of the students’ understanding on 
simple past tense as drawn below:
Table. 4.5
The test result of second cycle can be seen in the table below:
NO Students’ 
code
Score Letter 
Score
Category 
1 A-1 80 B Good 
2 A-2 70 B Good
3 A-3 80 B Good
4 A-4 Absent - -
5 A-5 80 B Good
6 A-6 80 B Good
7 A-7 70 B Good
8 A-8 90 A Excellent
9 A-9 70 B Good
16
10 A-10 70 B Good
11 A-11 70 B Good
12 A-12 80 B Good
13 A-13 70 B Good
14 A-14 90 A Excellent
15 A-15 80 B Good
16 A-16 70 B Good
17 A-17 70 B Good
18 A-18 80 B Good
19 A-19 70 B Good
20 A-20 60 C Fair
21 A-21 90 A Excellent 
22 A-22 90 A Excellent
23 A-23 70 B Good
24 A-24 70 B Good
17
25 A-25 80 B Good
26 A-26 80 B Good
27 A-27 60 C Fair
28 A-28 90 A Excellent
29 A-29 90 A Excellent
30 A-30 80 B Good
31 A-31 70 B Good
32 A-32 70 B Good
33 A-33 70 B Good
34 A-34 80 B Good
35 A-35 80 B Good
Total score 2700
Mean 77.14
From the table 4.5, it could be seen there was six students’ got excellent  
mark they were Dhya, Siti, Isna, Alif, Dika, and Syahrul. Dhya got the same score 
from first cycle to second cycle while others students’ had increased mark.
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Table. 4.6
The Category of The Students Score and Their Percentage:
No Interval Frequency Percentage Category
1 81-100 6 17.14% Excellent 
2 61-80 27 77.14% Good 
3 41-60 2 5.71% Fair
4 21-20 - - Less
5 0-20 - - Poor
35 100%
From the table 4.6, it could be seen that 6 students or 17.14% of students from 
VIII A got excellent mark, 27 or 77.14 % students got good mark, and 2 or 5.71 % 
students got fair mark. From that result, the researcher could calculate the average 
(mean) of the score as below:
M
⅀௫
ே
270034 = 77.14
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The result of students’ average result was better than before. Although, still 
there were some students got score close to standard of minimum score.
c. Observing 
In the second cycle, students showed their enthusiasm and happiness 
too. Students paid attention for the researcher explanation, there were two 
students asked the teacher related to the procedures of playing Tic Tac Toe 
game. It was from group 1, group 6 and group 7. When students discussed in 
group, they showed their cooperation each other. In this case, teacher gave 
permission for them to look up dictionary. The first player was from group 6, 
because their group could answer or change the simple verb to be past verb that 
was given by teacher. For about 30 minutes they played Tic Tac Toegame. 
From the observation, when they played Tic Tac Toe game, the problem was 
found that some students still confused in creating nominal sentence. After they 
got little explanation from the researcher, finally they understood and continued 
the game. Any way all of students could join with their group well, and they 
could cooperation each other. After playing Tic Tac Toe game, the teacher gave 
multiple choice to get the students’ score in simple past tense. It was content of 
10 multiple choices. This cycle was followed 35 students, because one student 
was absent. The teacher gave 10 minutes for students to do test. There were 
some students did not discipline in doing the test. They tried to look up 
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dictionary. Then the researcher forbade them looking up the dictionary and 
asked them to be honest and confident by themselve.
d. Reflecting 
Then the researcher and English teacher discussed about teaching 
learning process that have been done to find the weakness and how to fix it in 
the next cycle and made reflection to the next cycle. In this cycle, students still 
confused to create simple past sentence in nominal pattern. And some of them 
still passive in responding the other group answer. So the teacher decided to do 
the third cycle to find out the students understanding on simple past tense well.
3.Cycle III
a. Planning
The third cycle was done on Saturday, 25 February 2017. This activity was 
done based on the reflection of the second cycle. They still confused to create simple 
past tense in nominal sentence. So, this cycle, teacher made nonverbal more than 
verbal in Tic Tac Toe grid.
b. Action
1)First Meeting
This activity was conducted on Wednesday, 22 February 2017. First, the 
researcher greeted students and she checked the attendance list. Then as a 
brainstorming, the researcher asked one student to answer her question. In this 
meeting, the students were given an understanding more about simple past tense 
through game.
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2)Second Meeting
This activity was did on Saturday, 25 February 2017. In this activity the 
researcher give a Tic tac Toe paper for every group and began to play the game 
for 30 minutes. The researcher felt happy that most students can change the verb 
without open the dictionary. After played the game the researcher gave a test, a 
test consist of 10 multiple choice and they have 15 minutes to do their test.
the researcher presents the percentage of the students’ understanding 
on simple past tense as drawn below:
Table. 4.7
The test result of third cycle can be seen in the table below:
NO Students’ 
code
Score Letter 
Score
Category 
1 A-1 100 A Excellent
2 A-2 80 B Good 
3 A-3 90 A Excellent
4 A-4 80 B Good
5 A-5 100 A Excellent
6 A-6 90 A Excellent
7 A-7 80 B Good 
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8 A-8 100 A Excellent
9 A-9 70 B Good
10 A-10 70 B Good
11 A-11 80 B Good
12 A-12 90 A Excellent
13 A-13 100 A Excellent
14 A-14 100 A Excellent
15 A-15 80 B Good
16 A-16 90 A Excellent
17 A-17 80 A Excellent
18 A-18 100 A Excellent
19 A-19 80 B Good
20 A-20 80 B Good
21 A-21 100 A Excellent  
22 A-22 100 A Excellent
23
23 A-23 80 B Good
24 A-24 60 C Fair
25 A-25 80 B Good
26 A-26 90 A Excellent
27 A-27 60 C Fair
28 A-28 100 A Excellent
29 A-29 100 A Excellent
30 A-30 100 A Excellent
31 A-31 80 B Good 
32 A-32 90 A Excellent
33 A-33 70 B Good
34 A-34 90 A Excellent
35 A-35 90 A Excellent
Total score 3030
Mean 86.57
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From the data table 4.7 showed almost students’ got excellent mark it is 
proven that used game could improve students’ understanding on simple past tense. 
Table. 4.8
The Category of The Students Score and Their Percentage:
No Interval Frequency Percentage Category
1 81-100 20 57.14% Excellent 
2 61-80 13 37.14% Good 
3 41-60 2 5.71% Fair
4 21-20 - - Less
5 0-20 - - Poor
35 100%
From the table 4.8, the result of student score increased significantly. There 
were 20 or 57.14%of 35 students got excellent mark, 13 or 37.14%of 35students got 
good mark, and 2 or 5.71%of 35students got fair mark. Then researcher calculate the 
average (mean) of the score as below:
M
⅀௫
ே
303035 = 86.57
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From the researcher’s analysis, it shows that the average of students’ test 
result of third cycle was 86.57 with the highest score was 10 and the lowest score 
was 6. There were improvements from one cycle to the other cycle. The result of this 
cycle was also considered as implementation. So, the improvement of result test 
score from the category of preliminary to cycle III can be seen as follow:
Table. 4.9
The Result of Test from the First Cycle until Third Cycle as Follow:
NO Students’ 
code
Pre-cycle Cycle I Cycle II Cycle III
1 A-1 60 60 80 100
2 A-2 60 50 70 80
3 A-3 70 80 80 90
4 A-4 40 80 Absent 80
5 A-5 70 60 80 100
6 A-6 50 60 80 90
7 A-7 80 60 70 80
8 A-8 90 80 90 100
26
9 A-9 50 60 70 70
10 A-10 40 50 70 70
11 A-11 40 40 70 80
12 A-12 80 70 80 90
13 A-13 80 80 70 100
14 A-14 80 80 90 100
15 A-15 50 50 80 80
16 A-16 60 50 70 90
17 A-17 50 50 70 80
18 A-18 70 90 80 100
19 A-19 40 60 70 80
20 A-20 60 70 60 80
21 A-21 90 90 90 100
22 A-22 70 80 90 100
23 A-23 50 50 70 80
27
24 A-24 50 50 70 60
25 A-25 40 60 80 80
26 A-26 60 70 80 90
27 A-27 50 50 60 60
28 A-28 60 80 90 100
29 A-29 70 80 90 100
30 A-30 70 80 80 100
31 A-31 40 50 70 80
32 A-32 40 60 70 90
33 A-33 60 70 70 70
34 A-34 60 60 80 90
35 A-35 70 70 80 90
Total score 2140 2490 2700 3030
Mean 61.14 71.14 77.14 86.75
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From the table 4.9, From the data table 4.7 showed that used game in 
teaching grammar could improved students’ understanding on simple past tense, so 
this method was success although still there were two students that got minimum
score they were Qadri (60), Riska (60). The researcher concluded that the students’ 
difficulties in understanding on simple past tense were solved enough through the use 
of Tic Tac Toe game. It can be seen from first cycle until third cycle there was 
improvement from average 71.14 to be 86.57. 
B. Discussion 
Using Game Tic Tac Toe in simple past tense learning in the class is a 
suitable method for active class. This game can be applied in teaching and learning. 
Beside students is given some exercise many times and students also have chance to 
respond or correct other friend. There is competition on Tic Tac Toe game, so it 
make students to be enthusiasm and active in learning. (Tic Tac Toe grid) consist of 
present verb. Then students change the base verb into past (regular or irregular). 
After that each person must make a simple sentence from the verb using simple past 
tense form complete with the time signal of past tense. If the sentence is correct, the 
student puts an “X” or an “O” in the square containing the verb.
During observation (First meeting), the researcher asked some students 
randomly about their activities in the past or at the time in Indonesian. From the 
student’s answer, researcher explained about simple past tense, all at one he 
distinguished between the function of simple present and simple past tense. From 
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the observation, the researcher found some facts that happened in the classroom 
during learning process. It could be described as follows: grammar is hard subject 
and can make students confused. So students looked bored, most of them didn’t pay 
attention for the teacher explanation and could not respond the teacher question then 
the researcher distributed Tic Tac Toe paper to each group and explained the 
procedure of playing Tic Tac Toe game. First there were some students did not 
understand about the procedure, and then they asked the researcher related to the 
procedure. After the researcher explained more, the students understood and they 
were ready to play that game. Then the researcher told to the students that we would 
play Tic Tac Toe game again. In this case, the students were so happy and made 
noise. Before the researcher applying Tic Tac Toe game, she divided class to be 7 
group. Then she distributed Tic Tac Toe paper for every group and stuck Tic Tac 
Toe grid on the black board.
From the description above, it can be concluded that the students’ 
participation activity and their understanding about simple past tense was low during 
the English lesson. Then to make the students enthusiastic and easy in learning, the 
researcher implemented Tic Tac Toe Game to improve students understanding on 
simple past tense.
After the researcher implemented Tic Tac Toe game in teaching simple past 
tense, she got the data. There were significant improvements from the students’ 
understanding on simple past tense. Students were being enthusiastic in teaching and 
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learning process by using game. Most of students be active in respond to students or 
teacher question. Students also could distinguish verb I and Verb II.  It was analyse
from each cycle and then the researcher got the result of the classroom action 
research as followed:
It was the result of students’ average score from preliminary cycle to cycle 
3. From the table above we can see that there was significant improvement of 
students’ understanding on simple past tense. The findings above have proven that 
using tic tac toe game was able to improve the students’ understanding on simple 
past tense. This relates with the theoretical by Andrew Wright (1993) stated games 
help and encourage many learners to sustain their interest and work. 
In the other hand, the result of this research is also in line with Susanti 
(2012) opinion says that the application of Tic-Tac-Toe game could effectively 
improve the students’ motivation and improved the students’ interest in learning 
English.
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There were many factors that influenced the result of study. One of the 
factors was teaching aid or media. When the researcher employed an appropriate 
teaching aid or media that is suitable with the method, the students enjoyed the 
lesson. Based on the test result that had been done, it can be described that using Tic 
Tac Toe game as a teaching media in the process of learning English at VIII A 
students’ of SMPN 3 Sungguminasa could improve students’ understanding on 
Simple Past tense. Actually, the use of appropriate teaching media made students 
easy to understand material that is delivered by the teacher. Learning used game is 
effective to encourage students’ ability. It can stimulate students’ to be active. Tic 
Tac Toe game was not only appropriate to teach simple past tense but also it was 
appropriate for teaching vocabulary, spelling or simple future tense. Tic Tac Toe 
game stimulates students’ mind and it is one way of encouraging students creativity 
to create a sentence. Thus, in fact Tic Tac Toe game was good medium to improve 
students’ understanding on simple past tense.
2CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
This chapter discussed about research conclusion and some suggestions in 
teaching simple past tense by using Tic Tac Toe game. 
A. Conclusions 
The implementation of Tic Tac Toe Game in teaching simple past tense  
through the following step, as follow. First step, the researcher divided class to be 
seven groups after that the researcher distributed Tic Tac Toe paper (with 9 blank 
boxes) for groups and the researcher stuck or drew Tic Tac Toe Grid on the 
blackboard. Second step the researcher chose one infinitive verb on Tic Tac Toe grid 
and teacher asked all of group to change it to be past verb. Third step turn was go on 
the next group. The group chose one infinitive verb on Tic Tac Toe grid and 
changed it to be past infinitive. The group missed turn if they could not create a 
sentence based on the pattern of simple past tense or their answer was wrong. Each 
group had to make diagonal, vertical or horizontal on Tic Tac Toe paper and each 
group had to block the enemy to make a row in order to be a winner.
The students understanding on simple past tense by using Tic Tac Toe were 
improved significantly, after giving treatment using Tic Tac Toe game, the students’ 
average score increased in line with the increase of the students’ achievement in 
each cycle. Students’ average score from the pre cycle was 61.14 first cycle was 
71.14, second cycle was 77.14,  and the third cycle was 86.75. 
3The result above shows that the use of Tic Tac Toe game can help students 
solve their difficulties to distinguish the verb 1 and verb 2. The test result of the 
students under this research increased in every cycle.
A. Suggestions 
After implementing Tic Tac Toe Game in improving students’ 
understanding on simple past tense, there are several important things that can be 
suggested in the last report of the paper and it is hopefully can be useful for: 
1. For the Teacher 
a. Grammar is known as difficult subject for students. So, the teacher should make a 
variety in teaching and learning either media or technique to solve the students’ 
boredom.  Tic Tac Toe game is recommended for the English teacher.
b. Tic Tac Toe game is a one of media that can be applied on it. The use of Tic Tac 
Toe game in teaching and learning is interesting because it can attract students’ 
interest and motivation in teaching and learning process. It makes students to be 
active in responding teacher or their friend. 
c. Tic Tac To game can be used not only to teach simple past tense but also perfect 
tense, spelling, etc.
42. For the students
a. Students should learn English and should not give up. Students can develop their 
knowledge and capability by themselves or with their partner use exercises. 
Studying grammar is important, in order students have comprehensible 
communicate.
b. Students have to brave respond the teacher or friend question. Or Ask question to 
teacher about the difficulties the material.
c. Students have to effort how to get understanding more about the English material 
in classroom or in the environment.
d. Students should not be afraid of making mistake for the arranging simple past 
sentence.
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APPENDIX I
Lesson Plan Cycle I
School : SMPN 3 Sungguminasa
Subject : English
Class / Semester : Junior High School Grade VIII/I 
Time Allotment : 4 x 40 minutes
Material : Simple past tense
Standard Competence  : To express the information in the simple written 
short functional text accurately, fluently and 
acceptable to interact with surrounding or in the 
context of academic. 
Basic Competence : Express the meaning in the written simple short 
functional text content of simple past tense to 
interact with surrounding accurately.
Indicators : Students are able to use the simple past tense in 
form. Students are able to use the simple past tense 
in written expression.
A. Learning aims  : 
By the end of this lesson, the students are able to 
• Make sentences using simple past tense form.
• Express simple past tense written or oral.
B. Teaching Method = PPP (Presentation –Practice – Production) 
C. Procedure :
1. Building Knowledge of the Field (BKOF)
- Teacher opens the lesson by greeting the students.
- Teacher checks the student’s attendance list. 
- Teacher asks students randomly about their activities in the past.
2. Modeling of Text (MOT)
- Teacher explains simple past form.
- Teacher introduces and explains about playing TIC TAC TOE game.
Here are the procedures of the technique:
- Teacher chooses a verb on the grid of tic tac toe on the blackboard. 
Example, teacher chooses word “PLAY”. 
- Teacher changes that word to be past verb “PLAYED”. 
- Then teacher chooses a blank sentence that appropriate with that past verb. 
“……………football yesterday”. 
- If the teacher’s answer is true she put 0 on the blank tic tac toe paper. If the 
teacher’s answer is wrong she puts X on the blank tic tac toe paper.
3. Join Construction of Text (JCOT) 
- Students make a group consist of 5 or 6 persons to play a TIC TAC TOE 
game. The technique of playing this game are:
- Teacher sticks TIC TAC TOE grid on the blackboard
- Every group get TIC TAC TOE paper. 
- One person of group chooses one verb from TIC TAC TOE game on the 
blackboard.
- Student discusses with their friends to change the simple word to be past 
verb. 
- Then the group chooses the blank of simple past tense sentence using 
appropriate past verb.
- If the student’s answer is true, they put O on their TIC TAC TOE paper. If 
the student’s answer is wrong, they put X on their TIC TAC TOE paper.
- The game continues by the next group until finish.
- The group will miss the turn if: The group cannot answer or the answer of 
simple sentence is wrong. 
- The winner is the group which gets many of symbols 0.
4. Independent Construction of the Text (ICOT) 
- Teacher reviews the material. 
- Teacher gives an opportunity for students to ask their difficulties.
- Teacher gives multiple choice tests for students about simple past tense.
D. Source : Fun with Grammar Book.
1. Media : TIC TAC TOE grid    
TIC TAC TOE paper
2. Assessment: 
Form   : Written test
Technique : Students are assigned to answer multiple choice 
tests.
Aspect to be assessed : accuracy 
Scoring guidance : Test item 10. 
Maximal score 10 
Total score 10
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Lesson Plan Cycle II
School : SMPN 3 Sungguminasa
Subject : English
Class / Semester : Junior High School Grade VIII/I 
Time Allotment : 4 x 40 minutes
Material : Simple past tense
Standard Competence  : To express the information in the simple written 
short functional text accurately, fluently and 
acceptable to interact with surrounding or in the 
context of academic. 
Basic Competence : Express the meaning in the written simple short 
functional text content of simple past tense to 
interact with surrounding accurately.
Indicators : Students are able to use the simple past tense in 
form. Students are able to use the simple past tense 
in written expression.
A. Learning aims : 
By the end of this lesson, the students are able to
• Make sentences using simple past tense form.
• Express simple past tense written or oral. 
B. Teaching Method : PPP (Presentation –Practice – Production)
C. Procedure : 
1. Building Knowledge of the Field (BKOF)
- Teacher opens the lesson by greeting the students.
- Teacher checks the student’s attendance list. 
- Teacher asks students randomly about their activities in the past. 
2. Modeling of Text (MOT) 
- Teacher reviews the previous material.
- Teacher explains about the playing TIC TAC TOE game.
Here are the procedures of the technique: 
- Teacher chooses a verb on Tic Tac Toe on the blackboard. Example 
teacher chooses word “PLAY”. 
- Teacher changes that word to be past verb “PLAYED”. 
- Then teacher makes a simple sentence of “PLAYED” using simple 
past tense form. “She played football yesterday”. 
- If the teacher’s answer is true she put 0 on the blank Tic Tac Toe 
paper. If the teacher’s answer is wrong she puts X on the blank Tic 
Tac Toe paper.
3. Join Construction of Text (JCOT) 
- Students make group consist of 5 or 6 persons consist of different 
person in cycle I to play a TIC TAC TOE game. 
The technique of playing this game are:
- Teacher sticks TIC TAC TOE grid on the blackboard.
- Every group gets TIC TAC TOE grid.
- One person of group chooses one verb from TIC TAC TOE game 
on the blackboard.
- Student discusses with their friends to change the simple word to be 
past verb.
- Then the group makes a simple sentence using that past verb by 
using simple past tense form.
- If the student’s answer is true, they put O on their TIC TAC TOE 
paper. If the student’s answer is wrong, they put X on their TIC TAC 
TOE paper.
- The game continues by the next group. 
- The group will miss the turn if: The group cannot answer or the 
answer of simple sentence is wrong.
- The winner is the group which gets many of symbol 0. 4. 
4. Independent Construction of the Text (ICOT)
- Teacher reviews the material.
- Teacher gives an opportunity for students to ask their difficulties. 
- Teacher gives multiple choice tests for students about simple past 
tense.
D. Source: Fun with Grammar Book.
1. Media : TIC TAC TOE grid  
TIC TAC TOE paper
2. Assessment : 
Form  : Written test
Technique : Students are assigned to answer multiple 
choice tests.
Aspect to be assessed : accuracy 
Scoring guidance : Test item 10. 
Maximal score 10 
Total score 10
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Lesson Plan Cycle III
School : SMPN 3 Sungguminasa
Subject : English
Class / Semester : Junior High School Grade VIII/I 
Time Allotment : 4 x 40 minutes
Material : Simple past tense
Standard Competence  : To express the information in the simple written 
short functional text accurately, fluently and 
acceptable to interact with surrounding or in the 
context of academic. 
Basic Competence : Express the meaning in the written simple short 
functional text content of simple past tense to 
interact with surrounding accurately.
Indicators : Students are able to use the simple past tense in 
form. Students are able to use the simple past tense 
in written expression.
A. Learning aims  : 
By the end of this lesson, the students are able to 
• Make sentences using simple past tense form. 
• Express simple past tense written or oral. 
B. Teaching Method : PPP (Presentation –Practice – Production)
C. Procedure : 
1. Building Knowledge of the Field (BKOF) 
- Teacher opens the lesson by greeting the students. 
- Teacher checks the student’s attendance list.
- Teacher asks students randomly about their activities in the past.
2. Modeling of Text (MOT)
- Teacher reviews previous lesson of simple past form.
- Teacher asked students about the condition of something in the past 
and asked their activities in the past. 
- Teacher explains about playing TIC TAC TOE game. Here are the 
procedures of the technique: 
Teacher choose verb on of Tic Tac Toe grid on the blackboard. 
Example teacher chooses word “PLAY”. 
- Teacher changes that word to be past verb “PLAYED”. 
- Then teacher makes a simple sentence of “PLAYED” use simple 
past tense form. “She played football yesterday”. 
- Teacher has to make true answer to create a diagonal, horisontal or 
vertical crosses on tic tac toe paper to be winner.
3. Join Construction of Text (JCOT)
- Students divided to be 14 couples in couple.
- Group 1 will play with group 2, group 3 will play with group 4, and 
group 5 will play with group 6 to play a TIC TAC TOE game. - One 
group is X and other one is O. 
- Teacher distributes a TIC Tac Toe Paper for every group. The 
technique of playing this game are:
- Teacher sticks verbal TIC TAC TOE grid and a big on the 
blackboard.
- Teacher translates the meaning of word in Tic Tac Toe grid. 
- Then group 1 and group 2 pingsut to be the first player. 
- The first group chooses one verb from TIC TAC TOE game on the 
blackboard. 
- Student discusses with their friends to change the simple word to be 
past verb. 
- Then the group makes a simple past sentence using that past verb. 
- If the student’s answer is true, they put signal X or O on the big TIC 
TAC TOE grid on the blackboard. 
- If the student’s answer is wrong, they miss a turn. The chance is 
continued by other group.
- The game continues by using the procedure until finish. 
- Each group has to create a diagonal, vertical or horizontal answer on 
TIC TAC TOE paper. If the opponent has two in a row, the team has 
to block them in the third playing.
- The winner is the first team that gets three “X ” or three “ O ” in a 
row.
4. Independent Construction of the Text (ICOT)
- Teacher reviews the material. 
- Teacher gives an opportunity for students to ask their difficulties. 
- Teacher gives multiple choice tests for students about simple past 
tense.
D. Source : Fun with Grammar Book. 
1. Media : TIC TAC TOE grid    
Blank of TIC TAC TOE paper.
2. Assessment : 
Form : Written test
Technique : Students are assigned to answer multiple 
choice tests.
Aspect to be assessed : accuracy 
Scoring guidance : Test item 10. 
Maximal score 10 
Total score 10
  Researcher          English Teacher
Reski Amelia S     Hj. Amirah S.Pd
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APPENDIX II Attendance List
NO CODE Date
A-1 4 8 11 15 18 22 25
1. A-2       
2. A-3       
3. A-4       
4. A-5    -   
5. A-6       
6. A-7       
7. A-8       
8. A-9       
9. A-10       
10. A-11       
11. A-12       
12. A-13       
13. A-14       
14. A-15       
15. A-16       
16. A-17       
17. A-18       
18. A-19       
19. A-20       
20. A-21       
21. A-22       
22. A-23       
23. A-24       
24. A-25       
25. A-26       
26. A-27       
27. A-28       
28. A-29       
29. A-30       
30. A-31       
31. A-32       
32. A-33       
33. A-34       
34. A-35       
35.       
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